Video conferencing equipment is standard in most meeting rooms. In an effort to further improve collaboration, customers often add content sharing tools like wireless presentation systems and video switchers into the mix.

All of this flexibility comes at a cost. Integrating different solutions, often from different vendors, introduces more complexity. Systems become difficult to maintain. Changing room components require reprogramming room controllers. Users must be trained and adapt to new tools.

Integrated Webex and Mezzanine systems deliver a superior solution for customers. This complete collaboration offering provides the communications functionality customers need, the content sharing and interactive capabilities they want, and the simplicity they demand to scale advanced collaboration across their enterprise.
Mezzanine delivers more capabilities with less complexity.

## Typical Deployment
- One content share at a time
- One share per screen
- Single video output
- Single presenter

## Webex+Mezzanine Systems
- 2 wired and 6 wireless shares
- Multiple shares side-by-side
- Up to six video outputs
- Multiple participants interacting at once

Mezzanine features seamless integration with Cisco Webex devices. It eliminates the need for separate wired and wireless sharing solutions, video switchers, and custom integration and programming.

### Webex + Mezzanine
The Complete Collaboration Solution

Integrated Webex and Mezzanine systems offer a superior solution for customers that empowers teams with Multi-Share Collaboration. This complete collaboration offering provides the communications functionality customers need, the content sharing and interactive capabilities they want, with the simplicity they demand to scale advanced collaboration across their enterprise.

Teams present, explore, and exchange information at a much faster rate than typical deployments where everyone must wait their turn or interrupt to share important knowledge. Instead of sharing one presentation at a time, teams consider multiple pieces of content from multiple contributors and locations at the same time.

Work is presented side-by-side to allow teams to rapidly compare and cross reference information. Regular meetings are transformed into high-performance working sessions.

Deep integration between Mezzanine and Cisco Webex Room Systems facilitates adoption for customers. The Mezzanine user interface is consistent with the look, feel, and calling behavior of Cisco devices so all users start from a place of comfort and familiarity.

For more information on Mezzanine + Cisco Webex Collaborations Solutions, visit https://www.oblong.com/cisco. Want to see it live, visit oblong.com/demo.